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Every island tourism business has a frontman, manager or
owner who heads the customer relations and is in full crit-
ical view of our discerning visitors, but have you ever
stopped to think about the people that keep our well-oiled
vacation machine running quietly, professionally and with
no pomp or pageantry... well, maybe just a little!

the secret services
By Melanie Reffes & Christine de la Cruz

At Your Service
Nestor “Nestie” Marius Dunkin

Nearly 70 years young with the energy of someone half his age,
Nestie was born in Columbier on the French side of St Martin in
1941. With a sharp eye and a strong pair of hands, Nestie Dunkin
has ferried baggage at the Princess Juliana International Airport for
nearly half a century. In his yellow and black jacket, neatly-pressed
trousers and sturdy black shoes so shiny he can see his own reflec-
tion, Nestie is a much-appreciated friendly face. “I know how impor-
tant first impressions are,” he says waiting at the arrivals gate. 

That confident humility has earned the elegant porter hero status
both at the airport and on the island. Greeting passengers and air-
port staff with a wave and a wink, Nestie is at the top of his game
with not a suitcase he hasn’t lifted, a trunk he hasn’t hauled or a
carry-on bag he hasn’t picked up. “He’s the same enthusiastic per-
son I met nearly forty years ago,” says Bernadette Riley from her
post at the Tourist Bureau airport kiosk, “Nestie is the perfect per-
son to greet arriving tourists because within a few minutes, they’re
smiling and happy to be on our island.”

In 1966, Nestie joined the St Maarten Aviation Services working on
the ramp. “I’ve seen three airports but this new one is the nicest but
also the coldest with so much air conditioning,” he says tugging at
his sweater. Duly rewarded for his years of service, Nestie was the

recipient of the St Maarten Tourist Bureau’s Lifetime Award in 2006.
“The St Maarten experience is firstly about our people and Mr.
Nestie Dunkin is an example of the people who make the island
unique,” said Regina LaBega, Tourism Director. 

Although approaching retirement age Nestie Dunkin shows no
signs of slowing down. “I believe I am the longest-serving porter in
the Caribbean,” he says with a shy sparkle, “if there is someone with
a longer history than me, I’d like to meet him.” 

Bottoms Up 
Elizabeth Attidore Cheryl

With a smile as wide as the sea Cheryl as she is known to all,
lords over the Palms Grill as if it were her own living room.
Originally from Dominica, she has an unbridled passion for peo-
ple, an enviable talent behind the bar and a soft spot for her
adopted St Maarten. “I knew just one person when I arrived
twenty years ago” she says pouring a frosty beer for a thirsty
tourist, “I came for romance but fell in love with the island
instead and dumped the guy after six days.”

Two decades later, her quick wit and nimble fingers have earned
her a reputation as one of the sassiest bartenders in St Maarten.
“Cheryl shakes, rattles and rolls the best drinks this side of the
island” boasts her boss Jean-Jacques Vodak, Food and Beverage
Director at the Sonesta Maho Beach Resort, “if you're
down, she'll shake you up, if you're up, she’ll shake you to the
top.” Shaking and stirring seaside, since 2001, Cheryl boasts
legions of fans all over the world. “She’s like the Sam Malone of
St Maarten, “says American tourist Paris Bigley referring to the

iconic bartender in the TV series Cheers, “she really does know
everyone’s name.” 

The self-proclaimed Master of the Margarita, Cheryl has little
time for modesty.“I’m part-psychiatrist and part-bartender,” she
quips, “I offer a shoulder to cry on, an audience for a good joke
and an espresso martini that  packs a punch.”  

Affectionately dubbed ‘Dr. Cheryl’ by her regulars, she also
knows how to cure a hangover like nobody’s business, “My
advice is drink in the morning what you had the night before”
she says flitting about the bar like a butterfly, “and if that does-
n’t work, a shot of crème de menthe is the ultimate cure-all.”

When she’s not dispensing advice or mixing drinks, she chills
out at on Orient Beach or at home where every Monday she
hosts Happy Hour for the neighbors. Back at the bar, it’s last call
and before she heads home, she looks up at the starry sky and
knows she’s in the right place. “As long I make people happy
during the day, I go home happy at night “
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